Madhira Educational Institutions was established In the year 2001, approved by AICTE New Delhi and affiliated to
J.N.T.U. Hyd. Madhira Educational Society a renowned leader in the Technical, Pharmacy & Management Education,
because of the caliber of our staff, graduates and the quality of our research and a hard earned reputation that draws
the most diverse student body. Our professors/teaching staff are committed to bringing research. As it has for almost
15 years, Madhira consistently transcends reputation its history, its people, its size and even its famously characterbuilding atmosphere, thanks to passion for knowledge and spirit of social engagement of its student, faculty, staff and
graduates.
Education is a path to show the way, in which man can be free bird. It is a tool to mould the Man’s fate what it is
expected. Education purifies the Man’s character and shows how the man leads a life in the society with pleasing, cooperative, healthy atmosphere way. MITS is rising in that concept since it was formed. Also ensuring of its student to
make their lives in fruitful manner. MITS is approaching to face the emergency competency in the field of Technology
Science and management.

A Dream that I have nurtured is Culmination of the commitment, Zeal, thinking and Prayers of
enlightened and dedicated philanthropists.
I am Proud of having excellent support from experienced and dedicated faculty, Administrators
, Supporting staff and distinguished alumni for developing tremendous environment and
Implementation of Innovative teaching methods to produce dynamic and innovative engineers.
I encourage always students and staff for their innovative ideas.
As Madhira Educational Society in the Process of collaboration with foreign Universities. I believe
these linkages are inevitable in the wake of globalization and integration of world economics
with the field of education being opened up world wide.
I hope that you will enjoy your experience with us and thank you for your interest in Madhira
educational society.

Located in a sprawling & greenish hillock campus. Spread over 40 Acres on Vijayawada
- Hyderabad Highway at Madhiranagar, Kodad.
Spacious building with built up area of 2,00,000 sft.
Well Qualified and experienced faculty in Teaching and Research.
Library with 20,000 volumes and 85 journal
Digital Library and journals from AICTE- INDEST Consortium
Wi-Fi Internet connectivity with 8 MBPS free to all students.
Canteen
Outdoor & Indoor games facilities
College bus facility from Khammam, Nalgonda, Miryalagudem, Suryapet & Nandigama.
Separate Hostel facility for both Boys & Girls.
Jawahar Knowledge Centre for Training and Placement by IEG.
Well equipped Laboratories.
Active NSS Unit.

The Madhira Group of Institutions Kodad has established itself as a premier Institution
(MITS) engaged in imparting quality technology, pharmacy and management education
and providing support to research and development activities. MITS is committed to
enhance capabilities and potential of our human resources with the objective of transforming
them into leaders in their chosen areas of interest. Our vision is to strive for excellence, be
globally competitive in technical education and focus on knowledge assimilation, generation
and dissemination. MITS has carved a niche for itself among the best technical institutes
in AP and is a dream institute for many budding engineers. Our distinguished alumni occupy
coveted positions both in India and abroad and are a source of pride and inspiration to us.
I am confident that with the concerted efforts of the management, faculty, staff and students, MITS will scale new
heights of excellence in the years to come.
With best wishes

I hope you will have the bright future in your career.

M.Preethi Reddy
Secretary : Madhira Educational Society

